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I read a personal story from esteemed Hasidic Rabbi Abraham Twerski this week.  It reads:  “I 

was at the kotel (Western Wall), reciting Tehillim (Psalms), when I saw a blind man being led to 

the kotel. He ran his fingers over the historic stones, gently kissed the wall, then launched into a 

conversation with Hashem (translated as The Name). He spoke rapidly and I could not make out 

every word, but abruptly he paused and said, “Oh! I told You that yesterday,” and resumed his 

conversation. I was electrified! Here was a person who genuinely felt he was relating to Hashem. 

In whatever way one relates to Hashem, one bonds with Him and one grows spiritually.” 

 

Great Scene in Jesus Christ superstar where Jesus enters the temple and goes ape crazy.  I can 

hear the song playing: “Roll on up - for my price is down.  Come on in - for the best in town.” 

 

This week I could not help but see something specific in this gospel.  It is what I call “profaning 

the Sacred.”  

 

Security, and feeling secure is very important to most of us. There are things in our lives, some 

which seem very large, some perhaps insignificant, without which we feel totally adrift. There are 

elements that anchor us.  It may be our home or family, or something little, like an old pair of 

slippers.  For some of us it can be our parishes and churches. If our family has worshiped here 

for generations, that feeling may be intense. There’s a sense of ownership in our attitude to the 

space. To others, new to faith, the church building may be special because in it we celebrated a 

newfound or restored faith. 

 

To a first-century Jew, all that sentiment and value was centered on one building, the Temple. 

Whether they lived close to it or far away in Rome or Babylon, the Temple was the magnet that 

drew them to its splendor. 

 

The Temple Jesus entered was built by Herod “the Great” in an attempt to curry favor with his 

subjects. It stood on the site of Solomon’s great building, destroyed centuries before when the 

Jews were conquered and enslaved. (Babylonian Exile)  Its restoration symbolized not only 

religious revival, but the continuity of the nation itself. It was a national symbol like Parliament 

hill or the CN Tower. Their identity as a people was wrapped up in the Temple structure.   
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Our reading today from John’s Gospel paints a picture of an angry Jesus, entering the symbol of 

Israel’s security, whip in hand, driving out those who had turned the Temple into the center of a 

money-making racket. As you know, the Temple was the only place of sacrifice for the Jews. 

Sacrifice meant the offering to God of that which God created, whether in the form of wheat or 

grapes, doves or lambs, depending on the purpose of the sacrifice. 

 

The racket Jesus encountered was rather clever. For instance, a family brought its sacrifice to the 

Temple. It first had to be inspected to make sure that it was of high enough quality to be 

acceptable. If the object was rejected, there were (of course) substitutes available at a price. 

When the head of the family offered payment, his money would be undoubtedly be rejected 

because it was the usual Roman coinage. Yet, guess what? These coins could be exchanged for 

pure Temple currency, at a price. 

 

In our Gospel story we see an example of what had happened to God’s law when it was reduced 

to rules and regulations instead of being embraced as a liberating way of life. Whereas the law was 

intended to keep people in a right relationship with God and one another, it had become a means 

of exploitation. Jewish law required certain sacrifices which had to be paid for in temple currency 

(not in the Roman coinage of the day). The need to buy special temple coins (shekels) allowed the 

temple pilgrims to be exploited. Buying this temple money could often cost a pilgrim 2 days’ 

wages. 

 

Jesus’ response to this situation was passionate, guttural. How could the worship of God be made 

into such a travesty? In his eyes, the law which was meant to keep people in a close covenant 

relationship with God had become a barrier and a stumbling block to that relationship. He 

protested by overturning the money changers’ tables and releasing the sacrificial animals. It was a 

powerful prophetic act which challenged the very authority of the Temple and its control over the 

people’s worship of God.  
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Okay, so were the sellers of cattle, sheep, and doves -- and the notorious "money 

changers" -- really doing a bad thing? No, they were actually providing a decent and helpful 

service to the pilgrims who needed to travel a long way to make their Temple sacrifice. Nothing 

wrong with the service itself. 

 

The problem came with the ones who made the rules: that your sacrifice had to be inspected and 

only use temple currency.  Those were the real thieves - the ones on the inside. 

 

Jesus is angry, is incensed because the one place, the one and only place set apart, set aside for 

worship, the one place deemed qadosh (Holy) is now being made profane - common, everyday.  

Nothing special about a marketplace.  They lined the city streets.  But the one place where 

believers could approach the divine was now made common, had been exploited. 

 

Left me thinking this week about our own sense of misappropriation of the space that has been 

set aside, or reserved for God.  Do we, sometimes in our rules and regulations, block others 

from experiencing the holy?  And if we do, how do we come back from that?  If Jesus walked 

into our space what tables would he overturn.  Would we be whipped or would we be the ones 

trying to catch a glimpse of the divine and worship openly and honestly. 

 

But then I started thinking about other spaces, beyond this place deemed Holy – this sacred 

space. And I think humanities true sin is not in profaning what is sacred to us culturally and 

personally but when we lack the ability to respect other sacred, holy space.  This place is a place 

where we feel safe and secure.  Can we say the same for First Nations whose sacred lands are 

being clear-cutted and pipelines crisscrossing?  Have we respected that Sacredness?  My heart 

bleeds whenever I hear of a terror attack in a Mosque or temple?  Holy sacred ground that is 

made profane for what reason?  To gain an upper hand be it financially or culturally.   
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In this emotional and active text, Jesus “cleans house.” He cleans his Father’s house, the temple.  

It had to be cleansed to make room for its original intent - worship. I wonder if this act of 

cleaning house in the temple also mirrored what Jesus was feeling on the inside. Was he feeling 

the need to emotionally “clean house” to prepare for the Passover meal with his disciples?  We 

are in that season of Cleaning House - spiritually - in the season of Lent. This is the time for our 

most difficult emotional, personal, and spiritual introspection in preparation for Holy Week.  So, 

I leave you with your own cleaning.  And to ask yourself whether or not we have been respectful 

to others who watch their sacred space made profane.  Have we contributed to the profaning?  

And then to ask, am I living as a covenanted people?  Amen. 

 

 


